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to Improve Indoor Pedestrian Dead Reckoning
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Abstract: This study presents a method for improving the accuracy of conventional Pedestrian Dead Reck-
oning (PDR) using GPS satellite information in indoor environments. The accuracy of PDR is limited by the
performance of inertial sensors because the errors caused by users’ stride prediction and drift of a gyroscope
continuously accumulate, resulting in large errors in predicted trajectories. We employ a neural network
based PDR which mainly uses accelerometer and gyroscope embedded in a smartphone to predict the user’s
trajectories. To fix PDR’s error on time, we use some landmarks which can be detected by another neural
network that leverages GPS satellite information such as S/N ratio and azimuthal angles to predict if the user
is close to windows in a building. Then, we fuse these two predictions based on the particle filter to predict
a more accurate user’s trajectory. We evaluated our framework using data obtained in different buildings in
our campus and confirmed the effectiveness of the framework.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, with the proliferation of smartphones,

a method called Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) [1],

which estimates a walking trajectory of a smartphone user

by using the embedded accelerometer and gyroscope, at-

tracts attention of many researchers. In PDR, the ac-

celerometer is used to calculate the walking distance of

the user while the gyroscope sensor is used to detect the

change in direction of walking. Then combining walking

length for each step and direction, the PDR algorithm

can estimate the user’s walking trajectory. However, con-

ventional PDR has some obvious and serious shortcomings

due to the drift of the gyroscope, resulting in accumulated

errors in the trajectory estimation with time. To solve this

problem, some existing studies use some absolute position

information obtained from smartphones to fix the accumu-

lated errors. For example, some methods use Wi-Fi sig-

nal information to estimate the user’s rough position and

then according to this information, the methods eliminate

PDR’s accumulated error [2][3]. However, such methods

require the complete construction of Wi-Fi positioning in-
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frastructure which can cover the whole floor inside the

building. In addition, the collection of fingerprints of Wi-

Fi signal strength at each absolute coordinates should be

conducted in advance and some tiny changes in the orig-

inal environments may cause recollection of fingerprints,

resulting in large installation and maintenance cost [4].

In this research, we propose a new method to solve

the existing problems and realize high accuracy PDR re-

gardless of an additional infrastructure. In the proposed

method, we use GPS satellites information which can be

used by anyone as an existing infrastructure. We have

the following observation in our daily lives: in general, we

cannot get GPS signal or can get poor GPS signal inside

buildings but when approaching the windows or wander-

ing by the window, we can receive GPS signal from the

direction of the window. Therefore, by using these fea-

tures, we can judge whether the user is near the windows

and estimate the user in which side of the building using

the GPS satellite signal strength information and direc-

tional information of observed satellites. Although this

method is unlike Wi-Fi fingerprint methods that can pro-

vide absolute coordinates, we can combine it with map

information so that we can estimate window areas as the

relatively accurate coordinates which can help us elimi-
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4.3 Performance of neural network based PDR

module

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the MAEs (mean ab-

solute errors) for all trajectories collected in building A

and in building B between LSTM-based model and CNN-

based model for walking distance predictor and walking

direction predictor respectively. No matter walking dis-

tance predictor or walking direction predictor, in both

environments, the average MAEs of LSTM-based mod-

els are smaller than that of CNN-models. The results in

building B are not very good because we consider that

it includes much data about going downstairs or going

upstairs which is not a horizontal motion.

4.4 Performance of GPS landmark module

Table 1 shows the accuracies of window proximity de-

tection model and direction classification model for all tra-

jectories respectively in building A and B. Also, in Figure

7, we showed the results of two randomly selected trajec-

tories associated with the outputs of the window prox-

imity detection model respectively in building A and B.

These dots represent positions during movement at dif-

ferent times. Red dots represent positions which are de-

tected as window areas while blue dots are not. We can

find that there are some outliers but these results do not

affect finding out window areas.

4.5 Performance of Trajectory Estimation mod-

ule

We randomly selected two trajectories in building A

and Figure 8 shows the comparison of predicted trajec-

tories by the proposed method, predicted trajectories by

the proposed method without the GPS landmark mod-

ule and ground truth trajectories by ARCore. Figure 9

shows the transitions of the MAEs with time. Our pro-

posed method can achieve our goal that it can eliminate

gyro’s accumulated errors in window areas while without

the GPS landmark module, the errors caused by the gyro

would continuously increase.

5. Discussion

5.1 GNSS data collected in movement

In the previous study, we investigated the relationship

between GNSS data and indoor positions. We collected

GNSS data in some specific areas indoor and kept stand-

ing for long time [19]. However, in this study, we collected

GNSS data during movement and since our window areas

are not large enough, in general, we passed through a win-

dow area no more than 10 seconds. As a result, it is not

as accurate as data collected during standing. Therefore,

sometimes signal strength may keep unchanged or collapse

and they are outliers.

5.2 Limitations

All of our data collection environments in this study are

in concrete buildings, which interfere with GNSS signals.

In addition, it may not work effectively in buildings with

few windows and in buildings where windows are in the

corners.

5.3 Future work

In the future, we still have some problems to solve. We

will improve the accuracy of the motion system and a

more intelligent method to detect outliers in the two GPS

related models to improve versatility of the trajectory pre-

diction model. In addition, to improve the current system,

we plan to use more map information such as walls and

in such a way, starting position information cannot be re-

quired, which will be an important contribution for pedes-

trian dead reckoning. Furthermore, we will try to explore

a tri-dimension motion system including going upstairs or

downstairs in the future.

6. Conclusion

In this research, we propose a new PDR method

which is combined with GPS information. Our proposed

method can reduce accumulated errors caused by gyro

shift. We investigated the performance of the proposed

method with different walking routes. The models we

used in the neural network based PDR module are better

than other DNN models. The accuracy of the window

proximity detection module is 81.84% and the accuracy

of direction classification module is 88.03%. The mean

absolute errors of predicted trajectories can be controlled

into 2 meters by our proposed method.
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